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Abstract. IP geolocation is a popular mechanism for determining the
physical locations of Internet-connected devices. However, despite its
widespread use, IP geolocation is known to be inaccurate, especially for
devices in less industrialized nations. In 2020, geofeeds were standard-
ized by the IETF, providing a mechanism for owners of IP addresses
(i.e., autonomous systems) to self-report the physical locations of IP
blocks under their control. Assuming IP address owners accurately
report these locations, geofeeds conceptually have the potential to enable
“groundtruth” location data. This short paper takes a first look at
the roll-out of geofeeds. We examine the opt-in rates of geofeeds by
autonomous systems, and surmise the use of geofeed data by two major
IP geolocation providers. Over the course of our 14-month data collec-
tion efforts (August 2022–October 2023), the number of IP addresses
covered by geofeeds has increased tenfold; however, the adoption rate
is still low—less than 1% of the IPv4 address space is covered by geo-
feeds. We find that the rollout is also uneven, with more industrialized
nations opting into geofeeds at rates higher than those of less indus-
trialized ones. Moreover, our comparison of geofeed data to locations
reported by commercial IP geolocation services suggests that these com-
mercial services may be beginning to incorporate geofeed data into their
resolutions. We discuss the implications of our findings, including the
potential that uneven adoption rates may further disenfranchise Inter-
net users in less industrialized nations.
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1 Introduction

Determining users’ geographic locations has become a source of increased inter-
est to various entities. Inferred location information is regularly used to deter-
mine the initial language that should be shown to a user, enable location-based
advertising, provide locally relevant news and other geographically-tailored infor-
mation, enforce usage rights governing copyrighted material, identify potentially
fraudulent transactions, restrict access to gambling and other services that have
regional restrictions [39] and determine the applicability of laws (e.g., GDPR
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and CCPA), among other uses. Various means of ascertaining or inferring users’
locations have become increasingly prevalent across the Internet. In particular,
IP-geolocation1, or the estimation of geographic location based on a machine’s
IP address, has become one of the most common approaches.

Despite the lack of an inherent mapping between an IP address and a geo-
graphic location, using IP-geolocation has the distinct advantage of being a
technique from which an online user cannot easily opt out. Unlike other sources
of users’ location information such as HTML headers or mobile phones’ GPS
coordinates, the IP protocol does not allow a user to make a request without
sharing their source address.2

In practice, IP-geolocation that supports geoblocking, or blocking access to
content based on a user’s inferred location, and other forms of location-based
website customization is generally performed by commercial IP-geolocation ser-
vices. Though not the only reason, this is due in part to popular websites’ and
web services’ widespread reliance on content distribution networks (CDNs) [9],
and CDNs’ pervasive use of commercial IP-geolocation services to support ready-
made IP-geolocation based offerings, such as CDN-based geofiltering, to their
customers [3,6,7,12,21].

Despite the ubiquity of geolocation and geoblocking, commercial geolocation
services have been found (1) to be largely unreliable when it comes to geolocating
Internet infrastructure (e.g., servers and/or routers) [13,41] and (2) to underrep-
resent, and more frequently, to mis-locate Internet vantage points in less indus-
trialized nations [37]. Moreover, significant anecdotal evidence suggests that the
mis-location or incorrect flagging of IP addresses as VPNs or other geoblock
evasion tools is not limited to these applications or vantage points, and that it
happens frequently across the Internet (cf., regular and extensive postings in the
NANOG listserv complaining about erroneous geolocation of service providers’
IP addresses [5]).

Introduced as a means of correcting the issue of mis-location, self-published
geolocation feeds or geofeeds, were designed to allow network operators such
as autonomous systems (ASes) to specify the geographic locations of their IP
addresses. The syntax and semantics of geofeeds are codified in an Internet stan-
dard [25], which we summarize in the following section. Conceptually, the idea of
geofeeds is simple: rather than infer IP geolocation based on heuristics or error-
prone triangulation methods, owners of IP addresses announce the geographic
locations of their IPs. Further Internet standards govern how these geofeeds
can be found and how ASes can update their geofeed records to prevent them
from becoming stale [38]. Ideally, geofeeds could serve as “groundtruth” location
information, with the important caveat that some IP address owners may have
incentives to purposefully report incorrect locations—for example, to support
services that attempt to bypass geoblocking [41].

1 For ease of exposition, we will often use the shorthand geolocation to refer to IP-based
geolocation.

2 A user could always use a means of obscuring their IP address such as Tor [16], a
VPN, SmartDNS services [18], or a proxy. However, using these technologies requires
technical sophistication and imposes performance and usability bottlenecks [17,34].
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Geofeeds were standardized in 2020 and began seeing some adoption shortly
thereafter. However, to our knowledge, geofeeds have not been studied in the
literature. This paper presents the first work towards advancing our understand-
ing of how geofeeds have been adopted. More concretely, this paper attempts to
answer the following two research questions:

– RQ1: To what extent have geofeeds been adopted by “IP owners”?
– RQ2: Is there evidence that suggests that commercial IP-geolocation

providers use geofeeds?

Towards answering the above research questions, we performed a measure-
ment study over a 14month period (August 2022 through October 2023) in which
we collected geofeed records and measured their coverage of the IPv4 address
space. During this period, we compared geofeed information to two popular IP
geolocation services to gauge their level of agreement with geofeed data. We
posit that our collection of historical geofeed information may be of independent
interest to network researchers, and thus we make our data available at https://
github.com/GUSecLab/geofeed-measurement.

Our results show that while geofeed adoption is limited to date (comprising
roughly 0.8% of the IPv4 address space), its adoption rate is rapidly increasing—
the number of covered IP addresses increased tenfold during our 14-month study.
We find that adoption rates are not universal, and that less industrialized coun-
tries often (but not always) have smaller adoption rates; this is especially con-
cerning given that countries with less Internet infrastructure experience higher
rates of geoblocking by websites based in regions where Internet infrastructure is
more readily available [40]. Finally, our results suggest that commercial IP geo-
location services may be incorporating geofeed information into their offerings;
at the very least, commercial geolocation results tend not to contradict informa-
tion from geofeeds. Overall, the commercial providers’ country-level agreement
with geofeeds steadily improved over the course of our measurement period.

2 Background and Related Work

The mechanisms for IP-geolocation can generally be separated into passive and
active approaches. Passive IP geolocation techniques rely on querying and pars-
ing data from WHOIS [20] and/or other publicly accessible sources to learn
location information. Active approaches, on the other hand, use empirical mea-
surement methods such as multilateration from different Internet vantage points
to determine the bounded geographical region in which an IP address must
reside [11,19,27,41].

In general, active probing approaches tend to more accurately reflect the state
of IP addresses’ allocations at time of measurement than passive ones. However,
they still pose significant drawbacks including the potential for interference due
to high levels of cross traffic and/or network congestion, and regional variation
in rates of targets’ responsiveness to ICMP and traceroute messages, which are
most commonly used for probing [10,36].

https://github.com/GUSecLab/geofeed-measurement
https://github.com/GUSecLab/geofeed-measurement
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In light of these drawbacks, both researchers and industry have turned to
more passive geolocation approaches. In particular, for use-cases in which web
servers must ascertain incoming connection requests’ geographic locations in
real time, many rely on commercial IP-geolocation services. Although the exact
geolocation methodologies used by commercial IP-geolocation services are often
proprietary, previous work has shown that their level of accuracy is inconsis-
tent across different geographic regions and is prone to errors [28,33,37]. Muir
et al. and Poesse et al. independently infer that these services, which assemble
a database of IP address to geographic location mappings, are likely based off
of publicly available resources such as WHOIS, which have been found to have
high rates of errors [33,37]. Errors in these databases are often caused by the
staleness of source records, sources’ lack of data granularity, and their lack of
data authentication [33]. In more detail, Dainotti et al. and Richter et al., who
evaluate system logs as sources of geolocation information, note that datasets
originating in system logs, network flow logs, and/or large-scale network traces
must be collected from Internet vantage points that can observe high volumes
of traffic, and often contain numerous spoofed addresses, which must then be
identified and filtered out [14,36].

Despite the potential obstacles to building accurate IP-geolocation
databases, Gharaibeh et al. [28], who measure commercial IP-geolocation ser-
vices’ ability to accurately locate Internet routers, find high rates of country-level
interservice agreement across six commercial IP-geolocation services. However,
they highlight that these high rates of agreement do not translate into simi-
lar rates of accuracy. Specifically, the commercial datasets show between 77.5%
- 89.4% country-level accuracy over the routers included within their respec-
tive databases—a significantly lower country-level accuracy than these services
respectively advertise [28]. Gharaibeh et al. further caution that these services’
country-level accuracy varies widely across different countries and regions.3 For
these reasons, Gharaibeh et al. recommend against the use of commercial IP-
geolocation for the identification of routers or Internet infrastructure [28].

RFC 8805 [25] introduces self published geolocation information feeds, or
geofeeds, as a means by which network operators such as ASes or Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) can share the actual geolocation data of the IP addresses and
prefixes they control. RFC 8805 defines a geofeed file to be a comma separated
value (CSV) file in which each entry contains either a single IP address or range
of addresses and its corresponding city and country-level geographic information.

RFC 9092 [38] expands on this by centralizing the location to which net-
work operators can publish the URLs of their geofeeds. This enables geofeed
consumers, such as commercial IP-geolocation providers, to easily find them.
In more detail, RFC 9092 defines a mechanism through which network oper-
ators can register their geofeed URL with their respective Regional Internet
Registries (RIRs), National Internet Registries (NIRs), or Local Internet Reg-

3 For example, while most commercial providers showed over 90% accuracy in iden-
tifying routers in the U.S., most providers showed between 20% and 39% accuracy
when locating routers in Canada [28].
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istries (LIRs) and in so doing, add them to their WHOIS database entries. As
part of this update, RFC 9092 proposes the expansion of the Routing Policy
Specification Language (RPSL) used by Internet Registries to specify registrant
information, to include a new geofeed field which holds the URL of the regis-
trant’s geofeed [38].

3 Data Collection and Methodology

To answer the research questions from Sect. 1 (“to what extent have geofeeds
been adopted by IP owners” and “is there evidence that suggests they are used
by commercial IP-location providers?”), we performed a 14-month data collection
effort during which we collected all published geofeeds. In what follows, we detail
our methodology and data and the limitations of our approach.

3.1 Geofeed Measurement Methodology

To collect geofeed information, we used the open-source geofeed finder [29] tool.
The geofeed finder queries current WHOIS records to locate geofeed URLs, pulls
the geofeeds’ contents, and verifies their integrity in accordance with the require-
ments set by RFC 8805 [25] and RFC 9092 [38].

Using the tool, we initially queried the geofeed records in April 2022, and,
starting in August of that year, pulled updated geofeed records every 13–16
days4 over the course of a 14 month period (August 2022 - October 2023). We
chose to pull (approximately) biweekly to incur only negligible load on WHOIS
services.

As of the time of writing, our collection of geofeed data is still ongoing. Our
database is effectively a collection of temporal snapshots, each of which reflects
the Internet-wide deployment of geofeeds at a moment in time. We anticipate
this may be of use to other network and security researchers (e.g., to assess the
trustworthiness of geofeeds or to detect equivocation in geofeed records), and
make our analysis tools and data available at https://github.com/GUSecLab/
geofeed-measurement.

Ethics. We accessed only publicly available information (geofeeds) that are pub-
lished (publicly) by ASes. The geofeed finder tool accesses bulk WHOIS records
for each major RIR and caches the results to minimize the load incurred by
repeated querying. As noted above, we further reduce the load incurred by our
study by performing the geofeed queries only once every two weeks.

3.2 Limitations

Geofeed-Finder Version Changes. The software version used between April 2022
through January 2023 was deprecated and became unusable during the mea-
surement period and we therefore had to upgrade on February 1, 2023. In June
4 Measurements were initially pulled manually once every two weeks and were later

automated to run on the 13th and 28th of each month.

https://github.com/GUSecLab/geofeed-measurement
https://github.com/GUSecLab/geofeed-measurement
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2023 and September 2023 we once again had to upgrade the geofeed-finder tool
since the previous version again became deprecated. While we do not believe
that these version changes would significantly affect our results, we were unable
to re-pull past geofeeds using the newer software.

Assumption of Geofeed Reliability. In our measurements of geofeeds, we assume
the geofeed entries we obtain from the geofeed finder [29] accurately depict the
geographic regions to which its publishers (or rather the network operators)
allocate the IP addresses under their control.

Additionally, geofeed information is pulled from WHOIS, and is subject to
spoofing attacks. As RFC 9092 explains, malicious network operators could
exploit the weak or missing authentication of numerous RPSL repositories to
spoof inetnum: entries and set them to point to geofeed files that contain inac-
curate location information [38].

Authenticating geofeeds can be straightforwardly addressed by requiring that
all network operators register and publish geofeed files that are digitally signed
with their private RPKI keys. Unfortunately, since RPKI is not universally
applied, this is unlikely to occur in the near term.

However as a potential stop-gap solution, RFC 8805 and RFC 9092 require
geofeed consumers to perform additional checks on geofeed records before con-
suming them. These checks include verifying that network operators actually
control the IP addresses included in their geofeed records, ensuring all consumed
geofeeds are transmitted using HTTPS, and that their geofeed parsers process
the data in a consistent way [25,38]. In keeping with the standard, we note that
the geeofeed finder performs these checks by default and that we intentionally
did not configure it to skip them.

4 RQ1: Geofeed Adoption by Network Operators

The expansion of geofeed coverage requires network operators to actively opt-into
using geofeeds, and to accurately update them when they reallocate addresses
to new geographic regions. Network operators who want their geofeed URLs
to be published within their WHOIS (inetnum:) entries can register them with
their respective Internet Registries. In this section, we investigate how and where
networks operators have opted in and the extent to which different geographic
locations are represented within the geofeeds.

In measuring geofeed adoption (RQ1), we sought to answer the following
more specific research questions:

1. At what rate are network operators registering and publishing new geofeeds?
2. What is the coverage of geofeed records across the Internet?
3. How has this coverage changed over time? and
4. Where are the IP ranges listed within these geofeeds geographically located?

Are they evenly distributed or concentrated within a few geographic regions?
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Fig. 1. Number of IPv4 addresses covered by geofeeds.

Fig. 2. Unique ASNs that publish geofeeds.

4.1 Geofeed Adoption Has Increased Tenfold in About a Year

Overall, we find network operators’ adoption of geofeeds slowly but steadily
grew over the course of the observation period. As shown in Fig. 1, geofeeds’
IPv4 space coverage grew more than tenfold from 3.22M IPs on April 2, 2022
to 34.3M IPv4 addresses on October 15, 2023. Figure 2 shows similar patterns
across the unique ASNs identified in each geofeed pull.

While the number of IPv4 addresses is monotonically increasing (with a few
exceptions), there are discernible “bursts” in which large numbers of IPs become
covered (see, for example, July 2023 in Fig. 1). This unevenness is largely due
to a relatively small number of ASes with large IP blocks opting into publishing
geofeeds. Until October 2023, the number of participating ASes has grown more
linearly, as can be seen from Fig. 2.

While there has been significant growth in geofeed opt-in, geofeeds’ coverage
over the Internet address space remains minimal. In particular, as of October
15, 2023, the 34.3M IPv4 addresses announced within the geofeeds only account
for roughly 0.80% of the IPv4 address space, or roughly 0.93% of all allocated
IPv4 addresses [35]. Similarly, the number of unique ASNs identified increased
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Table 1. Geofeed representation by continent.

Continent Number of IPs Percent of Gfeed
Europe 13,872,160 40.5%
North America 11,668,093 34.1%
Oceania 7,072,881 20.7%
Asia 725,212 2.61%
South America 214,273 1.91%
Africa 42,664 0.18%
Antarctica 26 0.000076%

Fig. 3. Percentage of in-country IPv4 addresses covered by geofeeds.

sevenfold from 375 ASNs in December 2022 to 2, 805 ASNs in October 2023, but
this only equates to 2.4% of the ASNs allocated [35].

4.2 Adoption Rates Vary Significantly by Geographic Region

Despite geofeeds’ overall limited opt-in to date, we observe that network operator
opt-in for geofeeds varies widely by geographic region. Figure 3, which provides
a heatmap of the total IPv4 addresses associated with each country within the
geofeeds, shows a strong concentration of the geofeed IPv4 addresses geolocated
to wealthier and more industrialized countries that have more Internet infras-
tructure available.

This is particularly well exemplified by the breakdown of geofeed IPs by
location in April 2022 - where IPv4 addresses geolocated to the United States
account for about 73.7% of all geofeed IPv4 addresses. While by October 2023
numerous additional countries held more substantial proportions of the total
geofeed IPv4 addresses, the vast majority (about 32.6M, or 95.3%) of geofeed
IPv4 addresses were located in Europe, Oceania and North America combined.
In stark contrast, only 62k IPv4 addresses, or 0.18% of those published in the
October 2023, geofeeds were geolocated to Africa. Moreover, among the 20 least
represented countries, twelve are located in Africa, and that no countries see an
increase in the total geofeed IPv4 addresses geolocated to them.

Assessing the regional breakdown of representation by continent, as given in
Table 1, further highlights this trend. Here we find that continents with lower
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Fig. 4. Total ASNs included in the November 10, 2023 Geofeed Results by country.
Note that the coloring is uses a logarithmic scale.

proportions of industrialized countries, or of countries with strong Internet host-
ing infrastructure, are less represented within the geofeed results.

To account for additional factors we also assess the breakdown of country-
level representation in geofeeds normalized by IPv4 address allocation as
reported by the NRO [35] and each country’s total Internet users as estimated
by the CIA World Factbook [8]. Heatmaps of these normalized breakdowns can
be found in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 of Appendix B. Overall we observe a similar cor-
relation between a country’s representation within the geofeed results in the
normalized results, but note a few key outliers. In particular, we highlight that
despite its immense Internet presence, China is the third least represented coun-
try in the geofeeds after normalizing by IPv4 address allocation and the twelfth
least represented after normalizing by total Internet users. However, while China
do not appear to follow the same trend, we suspect additional factors may be
contributing to the limited rates at which Chinese IP owners have opted into
publishing geofeeds.

AS Opt-in Rates. In addition to looking into the rate of growth over the IPv4
address space, we also sought to gain more insights into the organizations that
publish them. In more detail, we wanted to ascertain where the ASes that opted
into publishing geoofeeds were geographically located and the types of organi-
zations to which they pertained. Here, we consider a snapshot of geofeeds from
November 2023, and use Stanford ASdb [32] from May 2023 to classify ASes.

Figure 4 shows a global heatmap of the geographic distribution of ASes that
opted into publishing geofeeds. Similar to Fig. 10, we see that most of the ASes
are concentrated in the “Global North” and that countries located in Central
and South America, Africa and much of the Middle East are not represented.
Additionally, we note that the United States’ total opt-in of 1, 763 ASes vastly
exceeds that of any other country.

When it came to the types of organizations opting into publishing geofeeds,
the majority of ASes that opt in appear to be Internet Service Providers (ISPs).
Table 2a shows the breakdown of the top ten most represented categories of
ASes that participate in geofeeds as determed by ASdb [32]; we further detail the
subcategories for “Computer and Information Technology” in Table 2b. As shown
in Table 2a, roughly 1, 927 ASes, or 72.7% of the 2, 652 covered by the ASdb,
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Table 2. Categorical Breakdowns of ASes

Category N.ASNs %ASNs
Computer & Info. Tech. 1927 72.7%
Other 451 17.0%
Service 446 16.8%
Retail,Wholesale & E-comm. 251 9.5%
Finance & Insurance 237 8.9%
Media,Publishing & Broadcast 226 8.5%
Construction & Real Estate 170 6.4%
Education & Research 101 3.8%
Manufacturing 91 3.4%
Government & Public Admin. 80 3.0%

(a) Categories of ASes that publish geofeeds.

Subcategory No. ASNs
Internet Service Provider (ISP) 1634
Hosting and Cloud Provider 389
Software Development 380
Computer and Network Security 68
Technology Consulting Services 64
Phone Provider 56
Other 20
Search 15
Satellite Communication 2

(b) Breakdown of ASes in Computer and
Information Technology category.

are identified as Computer and Information Technology organizations. Moreover,
1, 634 or 84.3% of these ASes are denoted as ISPs—accounting for 61.6% of the
ASdb covered ASes overall. Given the motivation for introducing/standardizing
geofeeds noted in RFC 8805 [25], this is not entirely surprising.

In an effort to gain additional insight into ASes’ motivations for opting-into
publishing geofeeds, we also examine the geographic distribution of ISPs across
the ASNs that publish geofeeds. Figure 11 of Appendix B shows a heat-map of
the geographic distribution of ISPs. Note that coloring here is in logarithmic scale
to show the full variance. Here once again we see an absence of most countries
in South America, Africa and the Middle East and the largest concentration
of ISPs in the United States. Figure 12 of Appendix B shows a heat-map of
the proportion of each countries’ ASes that are ISPs. Among the countries from
which ASes opted to publish geofeeds, a larger proportion of the ASes in countries
with fewer geofeed ASes were ISPs.

Given geofeeds’ intended role of preempting IP ranges’ geographic mis-
location by commercial IP-geolocation services, this discrepancy could further
contribute to existing regional disparities in users’ Internet accessibility and QoS
if it continues to perpetuate. We discuss this in more detail in Sect. 6.

5 RQ2: Evidence of Commercial Adoption of Geofeeds

To study geofeeds’ impact on the accuracy of commercial IP-geolocation ser-
vices (RQ2), we compare geolocation estimates from two of the most popular
commercial IP geolocation services [4], Maxmind-GeoIP2 and IPgeolocation.io,
to the geolocation information given in the geofeeds. Since it is supplied directly
from the owners of its covered IP addresses, we consider the geofeed data as
“ground truth” and evaluate the degree to which the commercial IP-geolocation
services agree with it. We show the geofeed fetch dates and those of correspond-
ing commercial database (DB) accesses for Maxmind and IPgeolocation.io in
Table 3 in Appendix A.

We performed the following steps to assess the agreement between the geo-
feeds and the commercial IP geolocation datasets:
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Fig. 5. Maxmind overlap with geofeed and overall accuracy.

1. We identified pairings of geofeed and commercial DB records where the IPv4
addresses referenced in their respective CIDR prefixes overlapped.

2. We compared the location named in each pairing’s geofeed record with the
one named in the commercial DB’s estimate.5

3. In cases where the location names did not match, we then performed reverse-
geocoding on the geofeed location names to ascertain their approximate geo-
graphic coordinates. Since Maxmind and IPgeolocation.io both reported using
the Geonames reverse geocoding database [1] for this task [22,30], we decided
to use it as well to maintain consistency.6

4. Using the geofeed locations’ estimated geographic coordinates, we then com-
puted the approximate geodesic distance [2,24] between them and the (cor-
responding) commercial entries’ location estimates.

Upon completing these steps, we then assessed the overall agreement on both
the country and city levels across all IPv4 addresses that were included in both
the geofeed result and the contemporary commercial DB pull.

Results. The agreement between (1) geofeeds and (2) Maxmind-GeoIP2 and
IPgeolocation.io could suggest that these services may consult geofeeds when
updating their (respective) IP-geolocation DBs. As shown in Figs. 5 and 7, there
are very high rates at which both commercial providers provided geolocation
estimates for the corresponding geofeed’s IPv4 addresses and their high accu-
racy rates on the geolocation of these addresses. Both commercial providers
covered 99% – 99.9% of their contemporary geofeeds’ IPv4 addresses. Moreover,
their country and city-level accuracy for geofeed IPs roughly met or significantly
surpassed their respective self-reported accuracy rates.

5 To account for locales having numerous names or versions of the same name (e.g.,
the city name for Ðakovo, Croatia could also be spelled Djakovo or Dakovo), we com-
puted the normalized Damerau-Levenshtein distance [15] between the two location
names and asserted that to match, the result had to be less than 0.5.

6 To account for locations having multiple names or spellings, we used fuzzy matching
with tokenized Levenshtein distance to find many of the named locations.
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Fig. 6. Maxmind inaccuracy rates compared to geofeed results.

Fig. 7. IPgeolocation.io’s overlap with geofeeds and overall accuracy.

At the country level, the observed agreement between geofeed results and
commercial estimates was about 96% and 98% for Maxmind-GeoIP2 and IPge-
olocation.io respectively, and very close to their self-reported accuracy rates of
99% (Maxmind) and 99.9% (IPgeolocation.io) [23,31]. As shown in Figs. 6 and 8,
city-level agreement between geofeed results and commercial estimates ranged
from 85.1%–93.1% (mean = 88.5%) for Maxmind and between 63.0%–92.7%
(mean = 81.7%) for IPgeolocation.io. It is worth noting that both providers’
average rates of city level geofeed agreement exceed their self-reported accuracy
rates of 66% within a 50km radius for Maxmind-GeoIP2 and 75% for IPgeolo-
cation.io [23,31].

6 Discussion

Our findings indicate a potentially increasing correlation between a country’s
level of industrialization and its overall representation within the geofeed results.
If network operator opt-in to geofeeds becomes the norm in more industrialized
locations, our observations indicate that the accuracy with which commercial
IP-geolocation providers would be able to locate a given IPv4 Internet van-
tage point could become increasingly correlated with the extent to which the
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Fig. 8. IPgeolocation.io inaccuracy rates compared to geofeed results.

country housing it is industrialized. This is particularly concerning in light of
existing works showing that Internet connections originating in less industrial-
ized countries face higher rates of geoblocking [40] and that if given the option,
websites/host servers will likely geofilter traffic in cases where doing so is not
actually necessary [9,26]. Since websites and online services frequently rely on
commercial IP-geolocation service responses to dictate who can access them and
how they behave once accessed, this would translate into a growing discrepancy
in the accuracy with which web hosts would be able geolocate Internet van-
tage points based on their rates of industrialization. Moreover, it implies that
less industrialized countries could sustain further degradation to their overall
Internet access and QoS as a result.

We are continuing to collect geofeed records, and are in the process of prepar-
ing an open (free) repository to house historical geofeed information7. We believe
that this will be a valuable resource both for researchers interested in geofeeds
in particular, and more generally, for those wishing to understand how network
operators opt-in to new Internet standards.
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A Geofeed and Commercial IP Fetch Dates

Table 3 lists the dates of fetches for the geofeeds and the corresponding dates of
the commercial IP datasets that were used for comparison.

Table 3. Mapping of pull dates for geofeed results and matched commercial DB pulls.
Pairings were selected to minimize the time between the geofeed and commercial pull
dates (or vice versa).

Gfeed Date Maxmind Date
2023-01-13 2023-01-13
2023-02-28 2023-02-28
2023-03-28 2023-03-28
2023-04-28 2023-04-25
2023-05-13 2023-05-16
2023-06-16 2023-06-13
2023-06-28 2023-06-27
2023-07-13 2023-07-11
2023-07-28 2023-07-25
2023-08-13 2023-08-08
2023-08-28 2023-08-29
2023-09-14 2023-09-12
2023-09-28 2023-09-26
2023-10-15 2023-10-17

Gfeed Date IPgeoloc. Date

2023-02-01 2023-01-31
2023-02-28 2023-02-28
2023-03-13 2023-03-14
2023-04-13 2023-04-11
2023-05-28 2023-05-23
2023-06-28 2023-06-27
2023-07-13 2023-07-11
2023-08-13 2023-08-08
2023-08-28 2023-08-29
2023-09-14 2023-09-12
2023-09-28 2023-09-26
2023-10-15 2023-10-17

B Country’s Representation Within the Geofeed Results

Table 4 presents a breakdown of the top ten most and bottom 20 least represented
countries within the geofeed results before normalization.

Figure 9 provides a breakdown of countries’ representation within the geo-
feeds normalized by their respective number of Internet users [8] and Fig. 10
shows geofeeds normalized by each country’s IPv4 address allocation. Addition-
ally, Fig. 11 provides a country-wise breakdown of the total ASes categorized as
ISPs by the ASdb in the November 10, 2023 geofeed results and Fig. 12 denotes
the proportion of ISPs amongst each represented country’s ASes in the same
geofeed data.
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Table 4. Top ten most (top) and bottom 20 least (bottom) represented countries.

Country Continent IPs (Apr22) % Gfeed (Apr22) IPs (Oct23) % Gfeed (Oct23)
United States North America 2,374,878 73.75% 9,919,174 29.0%
Sweden Europe 4,683 0.145% 7,106,676 20.8%
Australia Oceania 5,208 0.162 6,992,481 20.43%
Canada North America 158,476 4.92% 1,597,552 4.67%
Russia Europe 16,000 0.497% 1,568,923 4.58%
Germany Europe 29,815 0.926% 844,017 2.47%
United Kingdom Europe 88,158 2.74% 691,188 2.02%
Denmark Europe 184,138 5.72% 632,484 1.85%
Italy Europe 15,549 0.483% 630,185 1.84%
Netherlands Europe 87,242 2.71% 477,869 1.40%
Djibouti Africa 10 0.000 311% 6 0.000 023%
Chad Africa 10 0.000 311% 6 0.000 018%
Mauritania Africa 10 0.000 311% 6 0.000 018%
Nauru Oceania 8 0.000 248% 6 0.000 018%
Sudan Africa 8 0.000 248% 6 0.000 018%
Senegal Africa 8 0.000 248% 6 0.000 018%
Sao Tome and Principe Africa 8 0.000 248% 6 0.000 018%
Holy See (Vatican City) Europe 8 0.000 248% 6 0.000 018%
Marshall Islands Oceania 6 0.000 186% 6 0.000 018%
Niger Africa 6 0.000 186% 6 0.000 018%
Tonga Oceania 6 0.000 186% 6 0.000 018%
Samoa Oceania 6 0.000 186% 6 0.000018%
Dominica North America 8 0.000 248% 4 0.000012%
Mali Africa 8 0.000 248% 4 0.000012%
Nicaragua North America 8 0.000 248% 4 0.000012%
Burundi Africa 6 0.000 186% 4 0.000012%
Comoros Africa 6 0.000 186% 4 0.000012%
Togo Africa 6 0.000 186% 4 0.000012%
Uganda Africa 6 0.000 186% 4 0.000012%
Cuba North America 6 0.000 186% 2 0.000 006%

Fig. 9. Countries’ IPv4 address representation within the geofeeds normalized by num-
ber of Internet users [8].
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Fig. 10. Countries’ IPv4 address representation within the geofeeds normalized by
their IPv4 address allocations.

Fig. 11. Total number of ISPs in each country within the Geofeed Results for Novem-
ber 10, 2023 as categorized by the Stanford ASdb.

Fig. 12. Proportion of each country’s ASNs that were categorized as ISPs by the
Stanford ASdb in the November 10, 2023 Geofeed Results.
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